Heart failure and sleep apnoea: to sleep perchance to dream.
Heart failure and sleep apnoea are major health problems with an increasingly recognized association; evidence suggests that sleep apnoea may play a role in the progression of heart failure. However, confounding factors such as obesity, hypertension and coronary heart disease make this relationship uncertain and an independent correlation remains unproven. Diagnosis of sleep apnoea is suboptimal, as it is often asymptomatic and polysomnography is expensive and time-consuming. A simple and reliable screening protocol is required. All heart failure patients should be considered to be at high risk of sleep apnoea, as this association might be linked to adverse outcome. Continuous positive airway pressure has shown some beneficial effects, but long-term outcome and improvement in survival remains to be demonstrated. Despite recent advances in the understanding of the complex relationship between heart failure and sleep apnoea, there are a number of areas requiring further investigation, which may have important implications for the management and prognosis of a significant number of patients.